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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Just an OK experience. One of the biggest issues I had was they told me
they were FIRM on the price of their auto and wouldn't budge while we looked over the car I was
then told they didn't know that was going to happen I don't buy it. I actually bought a car 2 days
later from another dealership. Very helpful. This unit was sold. They have a coming in, which
could meet my needs. Very good car dealership. Would recommend to anyone. They bend over
backwards to help. The used vehicle I wanted was already sold, but they got me a really great
deal on a new model with more features. I paid cash, so I don't know if I got a better deal
because of that. When I went to pick up my vehicle I was there about 30 minutes, so it was a
very quick and pleasant experience. I would definitely recommend doing business with them.
Received a automatic reply saying someone would do a follow up but never received anything
after that. I had a good conversation. Nice enough and willing to find out what he wasn't sure of.
I drove a long ways to do business at this dealership, Ray S is a good man to work with. We
purchased a used car from Poulin, and everyone we dealt with was extremely friendly and
helpful. They contacted us after our inquiry and the car was as advertised. We recommend this
dealer, and will definitely consider using them again. I had a great experience at the dealership.
Laurie, the sales associate was more than helpful and knowledgeable. The vehicle was just as
described and pictured. I would highly recommend Cavallaro- Neubauer to anyone looking to
purchase a vehicle. They responded right away, very pleasant and accommodating, however the
vehicle was not within my price range. Had they had a vehicle on the lot that met my needs I
would have made the trip up to their dealership. Clear Coat. Had a great experience with
Volkswagen of Salem. The staff was friendly and helpful, got me into my dream truck at a
reasonable price and didn't hesitate to stay after hours to get all the paperwork and financing
done. All with a smile. The truck was exactly as advertised. Our salesman, Jim Baxter, was
polite, professional, helpful, and we never felt pressured which has not always been my
experience with buying a vehicle. I love the truck and I would do it all over again. Very very nice,
no complaints. Kirk Toney was really great to work with. We really appreciated all he did for us.
Thanks Kirk. They were able to give me a fantastic trade-in value, and a great truck for an even
better price. Brad was very easy to work with and answered all of my questions. He had no
issues with me taking the van for a test drive and then to my local Dobbs to have it checked out.
We worked out a good price and the transaction was quick and easy. I would highly recommend
buying a vehicle from him and if something were to happen to the one I just purchased, this is
the first place I would look for another van. I was given a good trade in value for my vehicle and
was very pleased that the price wasn't jacked up on the vehicle I traded for. Very helpful, and
then sold the vehicle after they had me fill out paperwork to buy it. On top of that; the sales
person didn't even call and tell me that they sold the truck; I got an email from a different
person. They worked fast to have everything ready to go when we got there. Easiest car buying
experience ever! Taylor was great, made the experience fun. We got a good deal, and it was
detailed beautifully. Ford, the owner came out to introduce himself. Already have Taylor looking

for us a truck because we liked her! Zeek was amazing. We didn't buy the but instead purchase
a new model. I highly recommend, worth the short drive out of Houston. I had a very pleasant
experience with South County of Sealy. They gave me a great deal with no pressure sale tactics.
That you guys for all your great service to me and my son!!! In the escalating battle for best
towing power among full-size heavy-duty pickup truck manufacturers, the Ram is slated to win
again--by just 10 pounds. This behemoth returns for the upcoming year with both its traditional
complement of posh and its admirable exterior appearance. The upcoming model year will see
the return of 3 cab configurations for the the 3-passenger, 2-door Regular Cab, the spacious
6-passenger, 4-door Crew Cab, and the even roomier 6-passenger, 4-door Mega Cab. Regular
cab trim levels will return with the 8-foot bed only, while the Crew Cab iterations will again sport
either the 8-foot bed or the standard 6-foot, 4-inch bed, and Mega Cab variations will tote only
the standard bed. And depending on the trim selected, the is again slated to offer either
standard single rear wheels SRW or heavy-duty dual rear wheels DRW. All trim levels will return
with either standard rear-wheel drive RWD or part-time shift-on-the-fly 4-wheel drive 4WD. The
Tradesman and SLT will each sport a manually shifted 2-speed 4WD transfer case, while the
Laramie will include an electrical-shift case. The lineup is again scheduled to pack a standard 5.
Look for hp and lb-ft of torque from this combination, with towing capacity maxed out at 13,
pounds. The also remains eligible for a normally aspirated 6. Towing capactiy with this
up-powered V8 maxes out at 16, pounds. Expect hp and lb-ft of torque in
6-speed-automatic-toting versions of the diesel-packing , hp and lb-ft of torque from manually
equipped editions, and hp and that unreal lb-ft of torque when it packs the heavy-duty Aisin
automatic shifter. As usual, no EPA fuel-efficiency estimates are available for any of the s. Look
for a standard limited-slip rear differential aboard all trim levels, a trailer hitch and wiring, and a
locking tailgate. The SLT and Laramie boast an integrated trailer brake controller, a sliding rear
window power-sliding in the Laramie , and standard alloy wheels, while the Laramie adds
standard power-folding auto-dimming outside mirrors. Depending on the trim level chosen, look
for vinyl, cloth, or leather upholstery, full power accessories in Crew and Mega Cabs only at the
Tradesman level , cruise control, a driver information display, and tilt-wheel steering. Lower trim
levels include manual air conditioning, while the top-shelf Laramie sports standard dual-zone
automatic climate control. The Laramie is also slated to return with additional features like
memory for driver's settings, a rear-view camera, rear parking sensors, heated and ventilated
power-adjustable front seats, and a heated steering wheel. The Laramie, meanwhile, boasts
standard Uconnect 8. Stand-alone options are scheduled to include a power sunroof, a choice
of several rear axle ratios, and dashboard-mounted auxiliary switches. Standard safety
equipment expected for the Ram aside from their sheer size , includes 4-wheel antilock brakes
ABS , traction and stability control, front side-mounted airbags, and front also rear in the Crew
and Mega Cabs head protection airbags. As usual, neither the government nor the insurance
industry carries out safety testing on these super-sized trucks. Drivers of the current Ram
editions are impressed with their towing and payload capacities, and with the posh content
found in the higher trim levels. The added towing capacity slated for should only increase the
respect the receives from those who have to get a big load from here to there, regardless of
weather or terrain. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized RAM Dealer.
Image Not Available. Request Information. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Is your vehicle on
our current list? Job Openings. Click image to open larger overlay image. All BDS Suspension
lift kits come with the security of knowing you purchased the finest lift kit in the aftermarket
suspension industry. We back our commitment to engineering reliable, quality 4x4 off-road Jeep
and truck suspension products with our unique "No BS Hardcore Lifetime Warranty". If you are
the original purchaser of any BDS lift kit and it breaks, we will give you a new part. Shotpeening
increases tensile strength and reduces fatigue while lessening the material thickness required.
The thinner material allows for increased wheel travel and provides a softer ride. Bolt-style leaf
alignment clamps prevent leaves from fanning out and allow the leaves to twist and flex,
yielding higher articulation. Each spring is preset using hydraulic stress to reduce fatigue in the
steel and prevent sagging. Some applications include leaf springs with steel encased rubber
bushings. Other applications include blue urethane bushings. Anti-friction pads are placed

between the leaves to reduce friction within the spring and noise from metal-to-metal contact.
Tapered and roll-pointed leaves add flexibility and provides an even deflection rate. Tapering
allows a smoother transition between leaves as compression takes place, resulting in a softer
ride with increased wheel travel. Springs are either cold wound with chrome silicon or hot
wound with to guarantee long life. BDS coil springs are designed to withstand full coil bind. In
other words, you can smash our coils to totally flat and they will return to their original height. A
polyester based powder coat is applied to ensure flexibility and durability. Each spring is preset
with a hydraulic stress to reduce fatigue in the steel and prevent sagging. Shotpeening
increases tensile strength and allows for maximum wheel travel without sacrificing the life of
the spring. We make every effort to buy American and we hope you do as well. Buying American
ensures that you are getting quality products made from quality materials. Just as important is
the fact that buying American keeps your hard-earned money in the American economy. This is
one of the biggest ways we as consumers can help revitalize the American economy and
strengthen the US dollar. It doesn't matter whether you are buying clothing, groceries or parts
for your truckâ€¦buy American and buy with confidence that your money will stay in America.
Garfield Ave. Member Login Email Address:. Remember me:. Forgot your password? Your
password has been sent to you Sign up for a BDS account to take advantage of 1-step
checkout, save projects in your garage, order tracking, order history and other benefits. Not a
member? Sign Up! First Name:. Last Name:. Area Code:. Primary Phone:. Street Address:. Apt,
Suite, Building, Lot: optional. Postal Code:. Email Address:. Password: Use only letters and
numbers in password. Send me occasional emails for promos and events. Log In Register Close
Panel. Kit Photo Click image to open larger overlay image. Kit Photo. STEP 1: Choose lift height.
Glide-Ride Leaf Spring Suspension Systems Shotpeening increases tensile strength and
reduces fatigue while lessening the material thickness required. Pro-Ride Coil Spring
Suspension Systems Springs are either cold wound with chrome silicon or hot wound with to
guarantee long life. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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2008 ford trucks
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

